Abstract-This paper presents a method to prevent duplication of digital audio file in a personal device which is called biologically-inspired audio storing management process (BiASMP). This method is better than other software applications by preventing the duplication of digital music record from the start of the file being inserted into the personal device. Hence, the hard disk of personal device is always optimized with the required singular audio file. A comparative analysis is made to show advantage of BiASMP. The results of exemplar settings simulation are also provided to show how BiASMP works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital music records are stored as collection in personal device where the hard disk is shared with other multimedia files contents and their information (text, image, video, and etc.). The spaces become limited especially for the device with less storage capacity to the numerous records of multimedia files. The more files these personal devices store, the more possible it is for duplication of file to happen unnoticed [1] . Duplication of file should be removed rather than the replicates are kept, thus limiting the storage [2] .
Music management software such as [3] - [9] do not prevent duplication of files from the beginning of the files being inserted. Here, the application tools detect the replicated files in the hard disk and move the duplicate files into a new created duplicate folder in the hard disk. Fig. 1 . shows a model to represent this situation. It is up to the user then whether to delete those file hence it makes the hard disk of the personal device optimized from duplicated files of digital music records.
iTunes [10] also provides management of music files by detecting the duplicated files and move them into duplication folder. Besides that, iTunes also automatically organize the music collection by sorting the single audio files into iTunes folder. However, users still need to delete the duplicated files in the duplication folder to make the storage of personal device optimized and free of duplicated files, also the records in the hard disk which are taken from the hard disk and inserted into iTunes folder, they are not automatically deleted. Fig. 2 . shows the iTunes duplication detection model. digital audio files so far occur in the hard disk of personal device. The music collection is not optimized until the music management software. However, the detected duplicated files still exist because they are just moved into another folder.
There should be a well-managed process to recognize and learn any inserted music record. There should also be a mechanism that provide assistant to organize the storage of a personal device. Therefore, a management process to prevent duplication from happening since the file being inserted into personal device is required. Sound is one of the media that brings information to human. Human capable to recognize certain sound. Human also capable to learn a new sound. What makes more impressive is human capable to memorize and recall the sound. All of these capabilities are from the biologically-inspired concept especially towards the human learning perspective. It is a natural behavior for a human to recognize any sound that is memorized in the brain. Furthermore, whenever there is a new sound heard, the brain tries to learn for new information of that particular sound. However, not all learned information can be knowledgeable. It is through truth and belief where information becomes knowledge to human1. New knowledge can be obtained through new learning. In other words, it is through cognitive learning 2 and constructive learning 3 , 4 which supply valuable knowledge for human to remember. Here, human can judge right or wrong and decide the correct information to remember. The brain stores much useful knowledge. At any time human can recall the memories and match with the listened sound.
Biologically-inspired audio storing management process or BiASMP can prevent duplication of digital audio files in personal device from occurring from the start of the file being inserted. It provides recognition and learning function to assist user for adding files which only not in their hard disk yet. It adapts human biologically-inspired concept for preventing duplication from happening [11] . Fig. 3 . shows how BiASMP works. This study analyzes and identifies the elements for the requirements of BiASMP. BiASMP adapts the human ear [12] as the interface to accept and configure the inserted file and send it the matching process. The human brain [13] is adapted as the processor for the matching process and as the memory [14] for the storage. Beside the brain and memory process, for the matching procedure, this study introduces the cognitive [15] and constructive [16] learning functions supporting the recognition function for giving assistance to user to store only the desired file. Other than the biologically-inspired elements, there are several elements of digital audio concept adapted for the development of BiASMP based on the requirements and issues suggested by [17] and [18] . The explanation of the elements of BiASMP is described more in detail by [11] . Based on Fig. 3 ., to support the recognition and learning process, a matching condition is made for the prevention action and control action for assisting user to add a digital music record into their personal device. This matching classification is entitled as CCL matching condition (See Fig.  4 
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II. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The music management software [3] - [9] are compared with BiASMP (X). A list of features to prevent duplication of digital audio files in personal device has been identified. The empirical analysis has been done and the results are shown in Table I . The left side column is the identified features, and the other columns are tools and their capabilities. 
III. SIMULATIONS OF EXEMPLAR SETTINGS
Exemplar settings exhibit the simulations executed to show the recognition, cognitive learning, and constructive learning functions. 
A. Constructive Learning -Null Record
This simulation starts with an empty storage. The initial State of the memory able is planned as described in Table   II .
The memory 
Akhirnya.mp3} After adding the new file into the memoryTable, the first record is as shown in Table III. Example 1 exhibits the constructive learning function. The next example shows the recognition function.
B. Recognition -Similar Object
The simulation for the example of recognition function only can be performed after the memoryTable is not null. From the Example 1 in the previous section, the record in the memory Table enables the recognition function to be performed. To match the record, the setting for the procedures in Example 2 is planned as below.
Example 2: Matching Same Record SET environment inputFile = Selamat Tinggal Akhirnya.mp3 memoryTable = {Selamat Tinggal Akhirnya.mp3} EXECUTE ccl ACCEPT listedRecord DO recognition DO duplicatatePreventionAction From this example, a perfect match occurs due to the same files are matched. BiASMP executes recognition function. BiASMP executes prevention action. User is assisted not to store the same file into the personal device.
C. Cognitive Learning -Similarity in Object Features
Example 3 is to show the cognitive learning function of adding new file with some similar object features. This example setting is with the same artist and the same album, but the song is different. The procedures are planned as below.
Example 3: Adding New File -Cognitive Learning (i)
SET environment inputFile = Cintai Diriku.mp3 memoryTable = {Selamat Tinggal Akhirnya.mp3} EXECUTE ccl ACCEPT updateProfile DO cognitiveLearning UPDATE memoryTable = {Cintai Diriku.mp3}
After adding the new the file into the memoryTable, the records increase. This can be seen in Table IV. Example 4 shows another example for cognitive learning function to adding new file with another some similar object features. This time the same artist is used but with different album. The settings are planned as below. After adding the new file using different setting of the same artist but with the different album, it increases the record in the memory Table. Table V shows the current records in the memory Table. There is another example to show that BiASMP capable to organize audio storage with totally different object. The example is shown in the following section.
D. Constructive Learning -New Object Features
Example 5 is to exhibit the constructive learning function of a totally different object. The procedures for the example are planned as below. 
